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(R2) 17:30 FONTWELL, 2m 5f 135y 

Peter Mendoza Memorial 'Placepot Pete' Ladies' Open Hunters' Chase (Class 6)

(5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 122P21- STEELES TERRACE (IRE) 26 CD 
b g Craigsteel - She's So Beautiful

7 11 - 9t Miss A Stevens (7)
A Pennock

111

Jockey Colours: White, brown hoops and armlets, brown and white quartered cap
Timeform says: Has been in top form between the flags of late and was a wide-margin
scorer in a maiden hunter over C&D at this meeting last year, so leading claims here.
(Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

2 112332- FOR 'N' AGAINST (IRE) 32 CD BF 
br g Presenting - Cut 'N' Run

10 11 - 7bt Miss Izzie Marshall
(7)
Alan Hill

118

Jockey Colours: Purple, yellow star, yellow sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful chaser for David Pipe who has since racked up several wins
between the flags for current connections, so he warrants respect back under Rules.
(Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

3 176294- PLAY THE ACE (IRE) 21 
b g Scorpion - Henris Blaze

10 11 - 7tp Miss Jodie Hughes
(3)
Mickey Bowen

127

Jockey Colours: White, black spots, hooped sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Useful hurdler/chaser who shaped as if he'd come on for the run when a
well-held fourth in a Perth hunter recently. Entitled to go well with that under his belt.
(Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

4 83874/2- WITNESS IN COURT (IRE) 21 D 
b g Witness Box - Inter Alia

12 11 - 7 Miss G Andrews
D McCain Jnr

108

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Inconsistent sort who showed some ability remains when runner-up in a
small field on hunter debut at Kempton last time and can certainly take a hand if building on
that.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: STEELES TERRACE won easily here a year ago, has been operating at a
good level in points recently and is a relative youngster in this discipline, so he's the pick in a race
where all 4 runners have solid claims. Play The Ace should lay down a strong challenge if better for his
reappearance and For 'N' Against needs respecting based on what he's been doing between the flags
lately.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: STEELES TERRACE (1) 
2: PLAY THE ACE (3) 
3: FOR 'N' AGAINST (2)
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